
 

 

 

Your lesson will start with a consultation discussing your lifestyle, personal style and beauty concerns you 
might have. We will then design looks that will ensure your features are beautifully and easily enhanced, 
We will perform a makeover on one side of your face and guide you as you proceed to achieve the same 
look on the other side of the face. Bring you own make-up bag for us to see and advise.  

BACK TO BASICS / 2hrs / R1200 
This lesson is the ideal option for those who feel like they would like to wear make-up, but don’t know 
how. We start right at the beginning and create a classic make-up look for you and teach you how to 
achieve the desired look. 

CLASSIC DAY LOOK / 2hrs / R1200 
If you are feeling stuck and want to refresh your look, then this is the perfect option for you. Together we 
will design the perfect everyday make-up look that suits your facial features, colouring and your lifestyle. 

DAY TO EVENING / 3hrs / R2000 
We will go through 2 separate looks from a natural day look to a glamorous evening look. 

TEENS MAKEUP LESSON / 1.5hrs / R800 
The lesson teaches Basic product information and how to shape eyebrows the right way without over 
tweezing. As we teach about make-up, we concentrate on the importance of fresh beautiful skin and 
how to look after it, with the theory that less is always more.  

GROUP LESSON / 3hrs / R500 Minimum of 4 ladies each 
Learn how to create a classic make-up look in a fun atmosphere surrounded by friends. A minimum 
number of 4 ladies is required, preferable of a similar age group

Please note that Gift Vouchers for the above services are available at out studio at 110 Fairway, Durban North
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LESSONS
All lessons include face shaping, colour coding, brow shaping, 
a personalised makeup chart with recommended products 
and a "how to” makeup manual. 
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